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Learners can build social credibility Building a brand through the social networks can help students build a
portfolio for their career. It is also used for traffic updates so that we can avoid that long and stressing line of
cars. Conclusion: It cannot be denied that if used wisely social media can make education much better and
create smart students. It has the bad effect of inducing baseless ideas through advertisements. There are many
disadvantages of social media like: Cyberbullying: many children have become the victims of cyberbullying
that has caused them a lot of harm. Even you can report the anti-human content. There is a lot of debate about
the effects of social media on the society as a whole. Social media is now becoming one of the largest means
of communication and is gaining popularity rapidly. The public tends to attach themselves to films and music
videos when there are controversial ideas that rise from these forms of media and advertisements sometimes
receive the attention but after time passes on we forget them. What we see in the television largely influences
our beliefs and in turn, this also affects our behavior and how we turn out as a person. References: Alexander,
Alison and Jarice Hanson. We agree that there are positive impacts of social network but like everything else it
also has cons. The important benefit that networks build is the many helpful and beneficial tools and access
that make learning become a pleasant process. Many people use social media to make themselves heard to the
higher authorities. If are a student, think about how you can utilize the social media sources for greater
benefits without violating the emotions of parents Here are some ideas for you: You can follow the pages and
groups in which you find the information and knowledge about your studies. Mostly people feel that social
media has destroyed human interaction with a rapid rate and has modified modern human relationships. Social
media is a great education tool. Increased use of social media can lead to poor sleeping patterns. In last few
years social media has grown tremendously at an unexpectedly fast rate and has captured millions of users
around the world. In pleasure, they forget about who they are? The youth is the future of our nation; they can
make or break the economy. Some questions that we should ask are: Does TV has too much sex and violence?
It can create awareness for many social issues.


